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College, City Officials Negotiate Proposed Arena
it, IVEY:TER IA N HIS
.rgleials of San Jose State College and the City ol San Jose are
vigorously negreSdin.; a joint proaimed at building a 10,000and auditorium
seat sports arena
public events.
for college and
as de.
The multi -use building,
scribed by Stanley Twardus, city
official,
department
planning
would be used primarily as an auditorium and sports center. "But It
would also be used as a convention hall. show center for industrial espositirms, and the like," he

But much hinges un approval
supportine the rename. Sera
from the State College Board of Clark I. Bradley I It-San Joser and
Assemblyman William F. Stanton
Trustees.
ID-San Jose, will introduce legis"The problem," said Twardus,
lation based on it draft furnished
"is can the college enter into the
by Hamann.
financing of this venture’"’
The draft would include provisions to permit Santa Clara CounNOT AUTHORIZED
ty to enter the project, thus
He noted that the trustees may
spreading use and expenses over a
not be able to authorize a finanbroader area, according to Twardcial arrangement that might locate
us.
a jointly owned building on city County officials have not been
owned land.
active in pest planning sessions.
Legislation eould remove this "Not until we have more details
obstacle.
and can show them the bent-fit of
said.
To obtain such action, City Man- participating will we approash
Twaidus emphasized that SJS
in
schedul- ager A. P. Hamann has persuaded them un it," Twardas said.
would receive priority
two state legislators to cooperate
He said that past discussions
ing events.

been !United to "top-level officials of the city and cot kite.’’
POSE PROBLEMS
But legislation to clear blocks to
financing and to rncourage county
participation is only a first, though
perhaps mist important, step in
the project. Twardus expects a loon
based
cation,
floor plans
expected use, parking facilities and ,
access routes to pose other major
problems.
"We’re considerins eanething in!
the vicinity of Soma I’,uterus as a
said Twat*
site for the laasssi
iii Oat both cits
I ms, who pointer
and college own latol III that at ea
’’l don’t think it’s wactical to put
a sports arena in the core shoppme

’ we wouid aunt to put in refrigeraj lion to allow ice shows," he said.
and truncated that the building
would best serve its purpose if it
functioned like San Francisco’s
Cow Palace.
The proposed seating capacity ’
10,000 persons would far ex..,
lany local facility. The men’s YI:
, nasium has a capacity of 2.2,e
Morris Dailey Auditorium, 1,1,90.
’and San Jose Civic Auditorium.
a,150.
VERSATILE
-The City of San Juse is very
’We would want something that much interested in the master plan
of San Jose State." Naar ’I a ardus.
4,tiverts eaaily 111.11T1 line use
.11P,IllfI’,’ Said Twardus. The I . ;. , "The sports arena I,
of the total is.
uses vvould affect the
,.t.
I
echoed Haman,. tor floor space. "We might

are., . . . Tile eost to acquire lasid
would be prohibit iNe.Access routes to the South Campermit
area
vould
also
pus
smoother flowing traffic than a
core site, he added.
Land would also be needed for
parking spier fer "4.000 to 5,00o
cat’s," Twardus estimated.
Flout plans would depend greatly on the nurniaer and types of
u.aes envisioned for the building.

Mg that the projeol is still in the
-planning and studying stages."
APPROVAL NEEDED
Approval must come not only
from the State College Board of
Trustees, but also from San Jose
,ty Council. If the county is ined to participate, the supervis’..., Must consent to plans.
will play a big part in
. tr agency’s decision. No one will
-aeculate about final figures.
"We wouldn’t even want to talk
Willi into
about the coat before
It a little deeper." said Twardus.
lie considers the project a matI
ter of grovsth, and said that the
city La "interested in seeing that
Sari Jose State grows with us."
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Alumni Assn. Gets
$700 Drive Grant

ADIOS

1111.iTIIAr1 Ii’ Sari .1’’"’
ship ptomain.
.Slumni Ascot, was allocated
r I Council Wednesday
M
iDoser, NI I 11
. I,ring membership s.
,,easi at graduating seniors.
a coinMta-11 ,stab:on
il:,
,
A o,
I.ast year council appropriated I mine.- to provide a hospitality pro$6,000 for the association and each I gram for visiting dignitaries at
graduate was automatically enroll- I SJS, was presented for first read in the Alumni Assn. However, ling by Pete McGrath, Campus
:les year, council did not advocate Problems Commit tee chairman.
. similar procedure.
I s-eussion is slated for next week’s
being made to send three students
tehxeecitunitistta,: ..i.lneil meeting.
to foreign countries this summer.
.,..1IrrictkaryBsuexxt;:lna’inaetllumnthait
A bill to establish a permanent
prograzi: will finance a campus-wide public.- ,
a
The student ambassadors will
\ l
Viailing Scholar Committee was
students
spend one month as foster mem- sponsored by ’,:aaian
proposed by Penny Patch, senior
;
bers of a foreign family and a will begin tonista at g p.m it
’ representa live.
The
suggested
second month traveling in groups the International Student hr
committee, which has been operat285 S. Market St.
of 10 or 12 students.
ing on a temp..,.ey basis this year,
All African students are exThe purpose of the program is
to promote international good will . pected to contribute to this proand understanding among the peo- gram, originated by Jimmy Omaghorative
informa.
ples of the world and to help , bemi, a Nigerian and SJS sprinter.
A "girl’s chores. party. Anus scholar,.
bridge the gap between peoples . The young women from Guinea of the Ages," will be given by
ELAsei ( OMNIITTF:ES
of different languages and cus- and Mali will be guests.
Lambda Delta Sigma tonight at
A bill to establish freshmanAfrican songs and dances will in Cultural Hall of the Morman
toms, according to Mimi Coggirts.
sophomore and junior-senior combe featured along with slides and church on Tenth and San Fernanpublicity.
,mittees WaS proposed by Pat But International living as an ex- a film, "Coffee Production in East do.
I ler,
senior representative,
and
periment was launched in the Africa."
Dressed in costumes of their an- George Drake. freshman sepses
An illustrated talk will be given cestors, girls and their dates will
greater San Jose area five years
sentative; The committee idea is a
ago as a project of the World Af- by Dr. Harry Gailey of the History enjoy dancing and entertainment.
possible replacement
fie- class
fairs Council. The first year only Department.
,
Mrs. Silvia Taroh and Mrs. Ruth governments, whose fate are on
obbe
information
may
on
summer
Further
sent
student
was
one
Orahood. Daughters of the Utah r the council debate floor currently.
tour hut the numbei at students tained by calling CY 5-7180, the Pioneers, will talk on the westorn
A resolution was approved statCenter.
Student
.
..ti
International
incmaspl
I
lias
sena-I
year. I
pioneers. The Four Belles. s.
,r,s that Student Council does "not
singing group, will also entertain pindone suppression of the right of
Members of Lambda Delta Sig- free speech on the SJS campus."
ma will be admitted free. A 54) It was intiaiduced by BOil Pisan,
cent fee will be charged for outside sophomore representative.
st uden*
Pres. Bill Hauck said that plans
’idnit101’ is ohai:rnan.
for a college union questionnaire,
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Pre-Derby Day
TV Topic
Event Underway
Research
On
Tomorrow
’rowan! Infinity’ will
on tornoriove morn,ram of "Perspec..1,
IV, Channel 11. This
is the last in the four-series program feat using faculty research
projects.
The telecast will concern the
physical limits and the enormity
of research, meativity in research,
and the philosophical aspects of research.
These three aspects will be discussed by Dr. James Asher, associate professor of psychology; Dr.
Hans Guth. associate professor of
English: and Dr. Whitaker T.
Deinineer. associate professor el

The chicks have been distributed
starting the first of three pre-Dei by Day events. Conferences and
committees are starting to form as
12 sororities and three women’s
dormitories madly search for ideas
on how to best dress their baby
chickens.
This is the first event of Derby
Day, a program of activities held
in conjunction with Spartan Games
March 23. Derby Day is sponsored
by Sigma Chi fraternity and the
SJS Alumni Assn.
Wednesday, March 13, the women will bring their chicks to the
Sigma Chi house and exhibit them
in a fashion show beginning at
8:30.

KSJS Conducts
Film Poll Today

Good-will Ambassador
Forms Due March 15
Th.
p port anity to travel
abroad
simmer as good-will
ambassiders is open to college
students from the greater San
Jose area who apply for and win
the scholarships being offered by
the Community Ambassador Program under the sponsorship of
the World Affair’s Council of San
Jose.
Deadline for making applications for scholarships is Friday,
51 -itch 15. Interested SJS students
:nay apply to the Student Representative, Dr. Raymond W. Stanley.
Qualifications
for scholarship
includes having at least an academic average of B: live in Santa
Clara County and be able to talk
about it
knowingly and
adequately; guarantee remaining in
the county for one year after return to make speeches on experiences; be a native citizen of the
United States: submit a written
application and have a personal
interview.

An Oscar poll, conducted by the
KSJS news staff, will take place
between 10:30 and 1:30 this morning in the college cafeteria.
Poll categories include those for
best actor and actress, best picture,
best supporting actor and actress,
ram will originate from and best musical theme. Results of
James Compton, chairman of
Speech and Drama the poll will be given at 4:3() to- the Community Ambassador Pronight over the KSJS newscast.
gram, announced that plans are

Iliam Dusel, SJS vice
will be host on the tele... Dr. Clarence E. Flick,
arolessor of drama, pro-,oulent director will be

No. 8:(

’Africa Night
Features
Sii des Talk

LDS Group Gives
Party Tonight at 8

SJS Personality Bidding
To Aid Campus Chest

P re-R eg for Fall

Just for the "bidding." individual money at the catetetia. Thursday
students, living groups, or organi- approved living centers will be canvassed at dinner time.
Student Teachers
zations may buy, for a limited
During Campus Chest Week,
time, services of such well-knitsn
containers for donations will be
Pre-registration for all students
college personages as Dean of St ti - placed at strategic
campu.s loca- who are planning to student teach
dents Stanley C. Benz or lips . sets.
,luring the fall semester are en Elaine Halvorsen, 1902-63 San .1..se
Bidding for services of students I cunt aged by the Education Departanri faculty will begin at 151 and no ment to sign up with Dr. John I..
State Homecoming Queen.
less than two service donors may Moody, associate professor of secAn auction, to benel it this year’s
ridded ..ndary educa Tien. beta-pen Marra I be auctioned riff it ono
Campus Chest, set toi Tuesday,
:1 -20, in
Miss Mathers
March 19 at 11 a.m.. still be held in
front of the cafeteria under Community Service Committee sponsorship.
Campus Chest Week, Match 1822, is being held to raise funds for
foreign student aid and the United
lit I 1N ATHEIST HOLDS AUDIENCE WITH POPE
Fund. stated Janet Mothers. a
YATI,
\ CITY IUPII A professed itheist, Soviet Communist
sophomore representative for ComEditor Al,... Adihubei, met Pope John XXIII, head of the Roman
munity Service Committee. "The
Catholic Chinrh, yesterday, and the atheist came away impressed and
money will be divided equally be"% cry moved.’’
tween the two," she said.
Arlzhuhei. son-in-law of Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev, first
Assisting in auctioning will be rittended a mass audience in the Vatican’s Throne Room as "just
Blue Key, national men’s honor another newsman." Then, at its end, he was ushered into a private
society, and Spartan Shields, main- issim for an 11 -minute special audience, an unprecedented meeting
omore men’s honor group.
Ixeween a member of a ruling Soviet leader’s family and the /Leman
lArdnesday. March 20, a campus pont i ff.
y ice organization will miles; ,
The Russian couple was alone in the library with the Pope ,
.
except for a Ressian-speaking priest who acted as interpreter.
Adzhubei is editor of the Soviet goyernment newspaper lzvestia
md a member re the ii"N let Communist party heirarchss

World Wire

SJS CO-EDS Jane Fuller (I.) and Billie Luczak
show there’s really nothing much to taking the
oral polio vaccine Type III, which will be offered
to Santa Clara County residents Sunday. Nurse

Evelyn Centola of the SJS Health Service
agrees. The vaccine won’t be offered on campus,
but at several locations in the area.

Volunteers and Stations Ready
To K.O. Polio Sunday, March 10
.,irt

countdown,

minus

two

Ai 11 Sunday morning,
polio’s
lane will have run out as the
third
151 ’,nal Phase of a gigantic six’’tY Bay Area community wolfram knocks out
polio.
Thousands of volunteers Sr.’
tune and effort as the deadline
rase,

Vaceine stations throughout the
county, 112 in number, will await
the vanguard of the KO Polio (-Miens ten Sunday.
For information on the nearest
KO Polio Stations, citizens are urged to call 968-7137 in the north
county area and 248-9783 in the
south county area Ice ’t wpm 10 a.m.
and 5 p.m. today.

Expeetant women, ehldren, persons living with children, the earMem most susceptible to polio, and
those planning to travel ovemieas
are urged by Dr. Deane T. Adams,
Santa Clara County Medical Society

Polio chairman, to take
Type III Sabin oral vaeeine Sunday.

Co-Rec Swimming
Offered Tomorrow

Swimming will again he .,1:o.’
i at tomorrow’s Weekend Co-Le.
according to Lana Lawson, Wel’iN ond Co-Her director-.
Towels will be provided, but
women Must bring their own caps.
Signups for the Slim Trim class
also begin tomorrnw, 1:30-3 in
WG22. Women participating in
this physical fitness class should
wear clothes they can move in,
such as hernial:is.
In addition, the activity program schedules volleyhall, badminton, croquet, ping pong, rind
shuffletastird for all interested students and faculty.
Weekend Co-ftee is held every
Saturday, 12:30-430 p.m., in the
Wotnen’s Gym. Students must
bring 1S11 cards.

to gain student (mink et wet e in
progress.
Executive Secretary Bob Weers
intmduced the four committee di rectors" who steel-vise the ASB’s
18 organizations. Don Carroll. Bob
Coontz. Barrett Giorizis and Steve
Sedsavick told council at their re,Isclive committees’ Io,,,:.ress over
the last six week -

Flicks Schedule
’Hustler’ Tonight
In Morris Dailey

-::is Dm
’
see "Th.
a;!mer
of two Academy Awor,ls In 1961.
Paul Newman. nominal -I se- an
Osear ter his performanc. .
ert Ross’ sterling drama, plass the
lead role.
The Hustler deliberately loses at
pool until the game stakes are high
enough. He roasts through life tiding along on a earpet of money,
blind to the love of the one person
who could’ help him.
Jackie Gleason as "Fats- and
Piper Laurie play supporting roles
in the film.
Admission to the Friday Flick
DE
LLE RI I.ES OUT MEETING WITH JEK
Its 25 cents and a student body
President Charles de Gaulle was reported yes- .si tyi
PARIS I 1..P1
tarday to have ruled out any idea of a meeting with President Kennedy in the near future.
Jals.,sW /0‘..2.0.2,,,USSUssIdkaki
Responsible French government sources said De Gaulle feels such
a meeting woold he pointless because American and French thinking
on major issues is hopelessly far apart.
Aides said De Gaulle feels that until Washington and London do
some pretty drastic "re-thinking" there is not much prospect of
improvement in relations.
De Gaulle. French sources said, sees no possibility of a get -together between him and Kennedy until there are Major changes in P
C
U.S. policy. They said no French policy changes were likely because
/I/
sA40..ie 17/ iffrie C
De Gaulle has already made up his mind on key tames.

o«,er.5

I

CHINA CRITICIZES AMERICAN COMMVNISTS
TOKYO (UPI! American Communists were caught in the cross.
fire of the Communist ideological war yesterday when Red China
ciitivized their stand in the Cuban crisis and accused them of "eagerls
affirming their loyalty to the U.S. ruling class."
A New China neves agency broadcast said the American Cornmunists mixed up the right and wrong of the Cuban isstle and falsely
accuser! Peking of a "policy leading to thermonuclear war" at that
time,
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Vale" Comment
Greek Letter
Dr. Stanley Benz, dean of students, has released a letter
recehed by Pres. John T. Wahlquist from D. L. Ireland, general
manager of the La Playa Hotel in Cannel. It is a letter, we feel,
that should be read from one end of the campus to the other.
The La Playa Hotel was the site of the Greek Retreat last
Saturday and Sunday. Ireland begins by saying that the letter
was "one that is a pleasure to write."
Continuing. Ireland wrote, "While we had accepted this
group with a little fear and trepidation because of past experiences with college groups, this proved to be a most delightful
surprise.
"It is the consensus of the management and staff that we
have never entertained a finer group of people who conducted
themselves more like ladies and gentlemen, nor have we ever
had a group that was a greater pleasurt to serve.
"Please be assured that if college groups in the future conduct themselves as these people did, there will be little difficulty
in obtaining accommodations for them."
There often is a tendency to overlook the importance of
letters such as this. All too often only the "bad publicity" that
occasionally occurs is given prominent position on news pages.
But, then, a letter of this sort is written by an individual
perceptke enough to realize that the old cliche about a few
ruining for the majority is true.
From the first minute students enter college they are told
that they’re "men and women," but far too often they are still
considered "boys and girls."
The 150 persons who attended the recent Greek retreat, we
feel, certainly represent the "majority" of SJS fraternity and
sorority members who have demonstrated repeatedly that they
are and can conduct themselves as mature men and women.
Our hats are off to you. A resounding "well done" and congratulations are certainly in order.
B.P.

BRAND NEW
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Full Course Dinner
5145
for as little as

whole Barbecue Chicken to
take out
$1.49
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By GEORGE MARTIN

’Biased’ Statement
Draws Criticism

The Ad Staff Gets the Bird

CY 3-4661

ists or accepting a communistic
state in Iraq.
In her reference to the present president of Iraq as a
"black dictator," I wonder if she
really meant "anti -communist"?
For the young lady’s information, the new regime is intending
to liquidate its only opposition,
the communists, to preserve a
non -communistic Iraq.

Filipino Spartans
Express Condolences
Editor:

Editor:
In view of the fact
Today, in an 11th Street apartment, rays from a slanting
that
I was surprised to see a misdo not know that addresses up
March sun cast somber shadows across a pitiful sight: a full pan
of
led American college girl, Santhe families of the P(qice
of birdseed and an empty collar. Time seems to stand still,
dra Khusaie, completely inexVolunteers, Miss Nancy Corps
and one gets the impression that an eternity will pass before the
Ann
perienced in Middle East politics,
Boyd and Philip Wolter
poor little peacock collar will know the joy of being placed around
Maeissue such a strongly biased
gara, victims of the
the glimmering blue neck of a beautiful bird.
ill-fated
March
6
against
statement
on
plane
which
For all the pathos in the scene, however, one’s grief can be
crashed in Mindanthe present Iraqi government.
ao, Philippines, we, the
contained. After all, a peacock collar is an inanimate thing, and
Filipino
experience,
I,
as
a
past
From
Rabid
El
Najlh
students
at San Jose State
birdseed is not something over which one can spend a great deal of
Colnative
of
Iraq,
know
that
the
ASB.138
lege would like to express
emotional energy. As in all things, it is the human factor which
air
Iraqi people realize that comcondolences through the Sparta,
counts, and it is my unfortunate duty to report that the advermunists are all out to win Iraq
Daily.
tising staff of the Spartan Daily has been cruelly hurt by a
Art
Class
Middle
and face the eventuality of
We firmly believe that
dastardly hoax.
Ann
either eliminating the communBoyd and Philip W. Magzard
The tragedy. gentle Spartans, is this:
Exactly What Is It?
did not die in vain, as liar died
The ad staff wants a peacock very badly, to use as a publicity
Editor:
in the performance of a noble
gimmick for the splendorific "Peacock" edition, due May 7. Last
Several of us members of
week, we all wrote postcards to the Johnny Carson Show (which
duty.
Very sincerely yours,
just happens to be giving away a bird) telling Johnny (a prince
Gadalphus Delphus Ipsuey, un90.7 Mc.
of a fellow and our extra-special favorite television star) in 25
Annita Bayarsit
derstanding art critics fraternFRIDAY, MARCH 8, )963
words or less why we desperately need a peacock.
A10001
ity, were just sitting around yes"Johnny." we said, trying to establish a good, conversational
4:24 Sign On
Sue Bayaea
letters
written
discussing
terday
tone ( you know, chummy, but not too chummy), "we need a pea- 4:27 Program Highlights
-A10304
to Thrust and Parry concerning
cock so’s we can use him to advertise our big, neat, cool, "Peacock"
4:30 News
Dloadado B. Tarsaigo
apfull
being
Not
Keanes.
the
edition, (due May 7)."
4:45 Spartan Show
A316
preciative of the subtle wit of
Having mailed the postcards to Johnny Carson, the ad staff
5:00 Business Review
Antonio P. Yap
decritic,
we
art
the
student
sat back on their collective gray flannel tails-end, and prepared to
5:05 Aperitif
A778
cided to ask of these letter writwait the long wait. They were. however, shocked out of their lassi6:00 Your Twilight Concert
Hemninia
class
ing critics: What is middle
tude by a letter, dated March 4, which offered to donate a peacock,
7:00 Spcial of the Week
A11256
art and how does middle class
if the staff could "give it the care necessary for its continued
7:30 The Soarchiee World
art differ from low class art or
well being."
8:00 News
Reg. Deadline Set
high class art?
Pandemonium broke loose in the ad office. I recall my bewil8:15 International Report
The Keanes have been accused
derment when Bob Rauh, Dave Hylen and Dave Bloom, came sail8:30 Highlights
For Methodist Meet
of painting middle class painting through the door that separates the ad office from the editorial
8:34 Sign Off
Registration deadline
ings, shucking the public, I whatdepartment, in a shower of flying glass, screaming, "We got a
state Methodist student conki’.
TWILIGHT CONCERT:
ever that means), showmanship,
peacock for our peacock promotion for our "Peacock!" at the top
ence scheduled for March 22-24
and making money. We of the
Giovanni Viotti: Concer+o #22 in A
of their little gray flannel lungs.
at Mission Springs, is March 15.
G.D.I.’s would like to know for
Minor for Violin arid Orchestra
It was a moment of good fellowship and triumph for all,
Registration forms ar, availwhat the Keanes are being conHayden: Symphony #96
Problem No. 1, however, was that bit about its (the bird’s)
able at the Wesley Foundation.
demned before we give them the
care and well being. High speed expeditions were sent out by Vespa
141 S. Tenth St.
SPECIAL OF THE WEEK:
back of our head.
couriers to places in the area where a peacock might be roomed
The theme of the conference it
National
the
at
given
address,
An
and boarded. Frontier Village was tried and ruled out, and then,
J. Chambers
"The Word of God and the Word
PresiHerrera
Felipe
by
Club
Press
the report came from Alum Rock Park Zoo.
of Man." Cost is $9.75 per perA14140
dent of the Inter -American Develop"Yes," said the zookeeper (a prince of a fellow, and our extraM. Yamamoto
son.
Bank.
ment
special favorite zoo keeper), "we’ll keep your peacock here with
A13639
Partial or total scholarships
our other peacocks, so he’ll be warm and dry and well fed and in
THE SEARCHING WORLD:
Chris Headings
are available for students with
good company, too."
A8899
financial problems.
A history of dictatorships.
Then came the news.
The expedition sent to get the
Inetrfaestera".171WseGaVesleVeW:r4eletre’
listeS04YeS.W.,,
peacock returnedempty hand- reteelerres‘leele’
ed. Plainly, they were crushed.
They shuffled aimlessly in the
el
door, dragging behind them the
patched (but clean) little paper 44
package of peacock seed, and 55
the poor little leash.
s’,/,/,’’’,/e’Ve’re‘re’Vre‘YViVe.V.,,e’torre’See*Wise’SrWeVeVreVe*W.."..."/"."//e’le’Ve"..GW.,4sYie’,,,.."’We’lie’We’rk"...!"///r":"://.44<$
for the complete collegiate experience
"It was," the leader sobbed, $ CENTRAL CHURCH
worship this Sunday at
"a hoax," and his words cast an
ashen pall over the office. As if
OF CHRIST
by magic, the UPI stopped sending wire copy over the teletype
All are ri efrotne
the downtown church
and the mournful notes of a
catering to the college community
bugle drifted in the window from
8:30 & 11:00 a m. Morning Worship
the ROTC parade ground. One
The Wesley Foundation has
9:45 are. College
"Seminar"
by one, the staff quietly left
announced its Lenten activities.
5:45 p.m. Tri-C Club
s
7:00 p.m.
until the room was emptysme
Evening Service
A weekly service of Holy
only for a few stray peacock
int So. Second St., San Jose
Communion will be held each
seeds, under the copydesk . . . $
Wednesday at 5 p.m. during the
Clarence R. Sands, D.D., Pastor
remainder of Lent in St. Paul
So now, gentle readers (and $
Schedule
of
Services:
Methodist Church.
Mr. Carson), we need a peacock
The 30-minute service will be
because: we have a home for
SUNDAY
Wesley
led by the Rev. J. Benton White,
him, food for him, and the cutest
iirship flours
8:30 a.m.
campus minister. The service is
little peacock collar you’ve ever
Foundation
10:45 a.m.
an open communion.
seen.
Bible Study Class
9:45 a.m.
(Methodist Student
Dr. Harold Crain, head of the
All we need, sir, is the bird.
Esening Worship
7:00 p.m.
:s
Center)
Speech and Drama Dept. at SJS
A
series
of
taped
lectures
on
WEDNESDAY
7:30 p.m. will advise the Worship Commit10th
South
441
the "Irrelevance and the ReleStreet
tee each Wednesday at 3:45 p.m.
SPECIAL CLASSES
‘s:
vance of the Christian Message"
141
S.
10th
Foundation,
at
the
White,
f; FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Benton
J.
will be presented in the United
St.
Campus Minister
Sundays at 9:45 a.m.
According to Lee Fossgreen,
Campus Christian Center at 7
81 North Eighth St,
student chairman, the committee
p.m. on March 10. 17 and 24.
Minister: Paul (tier
*7:00 pro. "Today’s Date To- $
is examining the meaning and
0
The talks are by Dr. Paul Til0
purpose of worship and is open
morrow’s Mate"
National Lutheran Council
0
lich,
one
of
the
great
Protestant
to interested students.
$
on
Beginning a four week series
thinkers who is concerned with
The weekly schedule of Founand Marriage. $
Courtship
Dating,
dation activities is as folknxs:
the problem of making the
0,
A Student chapel for the doubter,
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Wesleyans Set
Lenten Schedule
At Saint Paul’s

First Baptist Church

Dr. Paul Tillich
In U.C.C.F. Lecture

WE HAVEN’T GOT THE ARTISTS,

JUST THEIR

ART PRINTS!
500 Reproductions
to choose from
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St. Thomas Oia

$

WHO’S BUYING?
answer to las+ week’s punk:
our shield (above) was upsidedown. If if happens again, the
Daily buys as dinner!

per print

Beginning Sunday evening:
four-Sunday series: Ways of Worship, stemming some contemporary esperiments in worship. At 6.

Come in today!

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 South Tenth

Open Saturday
9:00 a.m.
to
5:30 p.m.

california book co., ltd.
134 e. san fernando

BishopManoogian
Presents Service
Bishop
keni
Manoogian, Primate of the Western Diocese of the Armenian
Church, will conduct. a Lenten
Service tonight at 8:15 in Trinity Episcopal Church, 91 N. Second St..
The public is invited. A social
hour will follo-,v the service.
His
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studs.
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materiels end aids.
March 11’ Methods of Bible study.
Don’t forget seminar earls Sunday morning at 9:15.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
8:30, 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

Ex Convict Talks
Al- Roger Williams
An ex-ronviet from San Quentin will address the Roger WU.
lianss Fellowship Sunday at 6:15
p.m. in the Grave Baptist
Church, Tenth and San Fer-

nando Streets.
Speaking on "Dow Christ
Changes Lives," Larry Mulch
will tell how he became a Christian in prison and later entered
t
rkelry
Baptist Divinity
School
Vailleh, now a Divinity sill.
dent, 10 doing his field work with
San Quentin convicts.
A ’Ill-rent supper will preceeci
the talk at 5:45 p.m. Chairman
for the evening is Judy Coffman,
sonior education major.

,

WARNER PRESS, INC.
"Th. Best in Christian
96 S. 2nd

2972353

Roger Williams Fellowship
"Now Christ Changes Lives"
by Mr. Larry Boulch of
San Quentin and Berkeley Bar"’
Divinity School
p.n.
Sunday, March 8th et 6:I5
0,
Roger Williams Fellowship
Supper and Meeting
invited
Students end their friends

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
ss:
484 East San Fernando
p.m.
8.45, I1:00 and
Church Service
Class
10:00 am. College Bible

George "Shorty" Coilliss
Impost Collage Chaplain
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Philharmonic Concert
Features Jazz Quintet
Is

II

ences

"
Ann

.

musical

Walters,

Gaison

the
airator and conductor of
,intit Clara Philharmonic and
CISITIIJUS, Will
...Wile protest:1W oil
concert of the
tad Olt third
maight at 8:30 at BurrhSanta

auditorium,

iligh

in the orchestra are 17 stualas, tour S.TS liwulty mem:ma eight alumni.
lag a guest appearance

*

Anr,

wills the Philharmonic will
Use Jai. Quintet of San Francisco with John Moore, a student
here, playing the tuba.
The featured mark of the evening will be Teo Macero’s "Fusion" for jazz ensemble and orchestra, blending formal and informal styles of music.
Limited amounts of tickets
are available at the campus
Opera Box Office in the Music

3 Nites Only

*

The FOLK THEATER
970 S. lot
PRESENTS ... Its
1st

ANNUAL

BLUES FESTIVAL
Featuring

BLUES GUITARIST AND SINGERS
FROM LOS ANGELES AND SAN FRANCISCO

Thursday, Friday, Saturday
Open 8 p.m. -2 a.m.

Hootenanny Every Sunday

aet
for thr
I confi.,ch
larch

LIVE! ON STAGE! IN PERSON!

inatitirh.

RAY CONNIFF

crew
1Vi..
per 1,-.

HIS ORCHESTRA

AND

CHORUS AND

tflarShipf
sits

A.A,lei";

"CONCERT N TEREO"

NOW SEE AND HEAR THIS GREAT ORCHESTRA AND
CHORUS IN PERSON - PRESENTED WITH THE AID
OF A SPECIALLY INSTALLED $30,000.00 STEREO
SOUND SYSTEM.
TICKETS 4.50, 3.75, 3.00, 2.25
Sat., Mar. 16-8:30
at
San Jose Box Office. Ste. Claire Hotel
San Jose Civic Aud.
Phone
5-0888 For Information
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"DIVORCE ITALIAN STYLE"
Three Nominations for
Academy Awards
"BIG CITY BLUES"
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"FANNY"

r413 The Alameda
"SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER"
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"FOLLOW THE BOYS"
Connie Francis
Paula Prentiss

ARATOGA
14502 Big Basin Way
"WALTZ OF THE TOREADORES"
Pnter Sellers
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"THE PASSWORD IS COURAGE"
Kirk Bogard,

NOW
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It is different.
It is daring.
Most of all, in its
own terrifying
way, it is
a love story...
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Scm Flirion in Concert Tonight
Land Beset
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phy has been ’roomier" by Deem
and Folkways Records. A prom.
inent collector. Hinton has eonII Palted many songs to the U1,1,ry of Corwress Archive it
American Folk Music.
Almission to the concert will
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Blue Light on ThurAays
Tired of ’I hank God It’s Friday IT.G.I.F.) parties? Why not
begin Break Loose And Start Thursday Iii.L.A.S.Th bashes? Fridays are never important class -wise so why not start the weekend
a day earlier?
Since Thursday will have passed by the time this column is
read, let’s try for next week. We’ll all meet over at the Rho Phi
house for punch and cookies. Don’t mind Hector, the stalwart
German shepherd at the door. He’ll be checking I.D.s. Big Dan will
act as bouncer.
A blue light over the green front door will light your way
that’s if you insist on going to the first part of your night clan’.
It you arrive like normal people, when the sun’s still up, look for
the broken attic window -it will he your guide.
See you there next Thursday.
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Fri. & Sat. PARTY NITES
DANCING TO THE

9irdiactual4
Featuring
The Wild Bossa Nova
Atm’,
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MARRIAGES
Joyce Cater,
Dela senior education major at UCLA, from
Whittier, to Roger Cumming, Alpha Tau Omega, senior physical
education major from Kentfield. March I was their wedding day.
JoEllen Arnaud, Alpha Omicron Pi, SJS graduate from San
Mateu, to Michael Ellis, graduate of the University of Colorado
from Wyoming.
Helen Humes, junior education major loan Long Brach. to
Frank Napier, Sigma Pi, junior insurance major from Santa Barbara. The two were married Jan. 27.

’MEM

QUEEN OF HEARTS
Sigma Phi Epsilon had its first Queen of Hearts function last
weekend to get acquainted with the following candidates: Joy
Foster and Karen Stone, Alpha Chi Omega; Jean Marie Patren
and Gail Schieter, Alpha Omicron Pi; Carol Hayden and Penny
Furtney, Alpha Phi; Joan Shettler and Judy Bamford, Chi Omega;
Sally Jenkins and Sue Barr, Kappa Alpha Theta,
Jenny Graham and Nlarty Mitchell, Kappa Kappa Gamma:
Gail Bergstrom and Sue Bertatti, Kappa Delta; Gwenn Donaldsan
and Bobbie Dougery, Gamma Phi Beta; ’,mann Scott and Site
Secaphine, Sigma Kappa; Chris Johnson and Susey Day. Phi Mu:
Lindsay Hafer and Phoebe Moraes, Delta Gamma; and Kathe Prasil
and Jeanne Gates, Delta Zeta,
DELTA ZETA
Leading the Delta Zetas this year are Cherie Phinney. president; Jo Maxwell, rush chairman; Pam McDowell. pledge trainer;
Virginia Perry, recording secretary; Jeanne Csongradi, corresponding secretary; Sharon Jennings, standards chairman; and Carol
Eichler, social chairman.
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Tomorrow 19 initiates will be honored at an initiation banquet
to be held at Ida’s in San Jose, Helen Andres, former national
president, will speak to the group.
SIGMA KAPPA
The Sigma Kappas will he hi)noring their parents tomornas
in a day of activities includina
howling, golfing, a banquet and
attendance at the SJS-UOP haskethali game that evening.

"GrIS.,t "7/1/PerTTAIRA

: Da) -lisrial!

ENGAGEMENTS
Sandy Reese, Sigma Kappa, junior art major from Mountain
View, to Paul baster, Kappa Alpha,
senior architecture major
at Stanford University, from Reno, Nev.
Penny McGee, Kappa Phi, SJS graduate r1I/W II’liCIIiI)c ill
Pinola, from Richmond, to Pat Brimmer, Tau Delta Phi, seniar
mathematics major from Bakersfield.
Pat Palm, sophomore kindergarten-primary majar from Sileril4
menu), to Bob Kolbly, Sigma Pi, senior industrial enguieurim4 najar
from Gilroy.
Geurgeen Arata, junior secretarial administi:ition raajor float
Antioch, to Charles Cekola, senior agriculture major at Cal Poly.
from Knightsen.
Sue James, sophomore education major from Oakland, to
Jim Johnson, sophomore industrial relations major from Hayward.
Pat Loe, Alpha Chi Omega, senior homemaking-exhical ion
major from Monrovia, to John Flanders, Sigma Phi Epsilon, junior
business and industrial management major from Pasadena.
Sharon Blundell, Alpha Chi Omega, senior psychology major
from San Mateo, to Ed Crane, senior engineering major from Palo
Alto, June 15 will be their wedding day.
Kathie Herbert, former SJS student from Oakland. to
Steere, Alpha Tau Omega, senior business and industrial roan
ment major from Oakland. They v. ill be married tomarrow in Carmel.
PINNINGS
Dale Sanger, Sigma Kappa, senior kindergarten -primary edacation major from Lafayette, to Len Breschini, Kappa Alpha, senior
international relations major at Stanford University from Salim.
Phyllis Jones, Kappa Kappa Gamma, social science graduate
student from Kingsburg, to Skip Strom, Alpha Tau Omega, business
and industrial management graduate from Santa Ana,
Judy Bishop, sophomore English major from Santa CPU?, to
Walter Bittle, Chi Omicron, junior political science major at Sacramento State, from Lodi.
Colleen Sullivan, Alpha Phi, junior secondary education major
from North Hollywood, to Warren Allen, Alpha Tau Omega, senior
business and industrial management major from San Jose,
Marty Spicer, Alpha Omiron Pi, sophomore diction major from
Orinda, to Gary Brasfield, Theta Xi, junior marketing major from
San Carlos,
Lynne Easton, sophomore sociology major from Mariposa. to
Bob Wegman, Alpha Tau Omega, physical education graduate student from Santa Clara,
Carolyn Coburn, Chi Omega, freshman elementary education
major from Oritala, to Norm Tiller, Sigma Nu, senior social science
major from Fort Leavenworth,
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Puppet Spoof Comes
As ’Hand in Glove’
Puppet pirates. monkeys and
other "out of the world" characters are corning to San Jose
State followed at arm’s-length
by their creator. George Lat.
shaw. nationally known puppeteer.
The Speech and Drama Department is sponsoring the College Theater appearance of the
Puppets for one adult show,
’’Hand in Glove.’ described by
Latshaw as "a sophisticated
spoof for adults."
The performance will be given
March 15 at 8:15 p.m. ’’Hand
in Glove is in the nature of a
sophisticated revue. Latshaw’s
material, will range from the
Japanese doll theater to a glove
puppet hand -o-mime of Shakespeare’s "Taming of the Shrew."
Movie-goers have seen Latshaw at work in the MGM pic-

ture "Lili," starring Leslie
Caron. He created Carrot Top,
the puppet who befriends Miss
Caron.
In "Hand in Glove- Latshaw
transforms his 10 fingers into
birds, flowers, crocodiles and
other creatures in his unique
one-man show.
One number in the revue is
called "This Hammer for Hire."
spoofing the Mickey Spillane
stories. The private-eye hero is
really a claw hammer that
meets with violence from other
forms of hardware.
Although a solo performer in
"Hand in Glove," the puppeteer
from Ohio is proud that his wife
shares in producing the. show,
"Pat and I had worked together
on plays for the live theater,
so it was natural that we should
team up to write sketches for
the puppets."

No matter what
you are, you still
have to eat.
So you might as
well do it in style
and comfort at ..

Love and Chance," to be on...
diced by the Speech and
Drama
Department May 17, Is, 22.25.
will be held next
Friday and Monday the 18th
on’
the theater’s main stage.
Scripts can be checked ow
from the Speech and Drama,
main office for one day, Time.
of the tryouts will be 4:30
to:
6 p.m. on Thursday and Monday..
3:30 to 6 p.m. on Friday.
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HAUCK, seated in the center of the table
white shirt, directs discussion of state colproblems among the I6 -member associaof ASB presidents. The group met recently
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international
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in Long Beach to assemble a statement requesting acknowledgement by the Chancellor and
his office. The Board of Trustees will meet in
June to consider the group’s request.

Unity for State Colleges
Main Goal of CSCSPA
By RON BOTTINI
Stripped 01 its long formal
title, the California Stale College Student Presidents’ Assn,
tCSC7SPAI is a 16-member
group with one foremost goal
- -a bond of unity among its
members.
According to Bill Hauck, ASH
president and chief executive of
CSCSPA, the group ensures necessary cooperation and understanding among student associations, college administrations
and state agencies.
CSCSPA’s constitution states
the organization’s function is "to
create an awareness of the obligiction for responsible leader which has been placed upon
.1, by our college and State Department of Eductit ion."
i’14)1S1,1

Bc

Tryout Scripts
For’Love,Chance’
Tryouts for the ’ C:arrie of

Phi Mu, local chapter on campus of the international music
sorority Mu Phi Epsilon, will
be host for the 1963 District
conference and concert Saturday
in Concert Hall.
Thirteen collegiate and alumnae chapters from northern California will attend the conference. and 13 representatives
from several chapters will perform at the concert.
"’the public is cordially invited to the concert at 2:30 p.m.."
assured Camilla Shelden. president of the college chapter of
Mu Phi Epsilon. Linda Jones is
conference chairman.
Selections at the concert will
include works by Purcell, Bachmaninoff, Bach, Schubert, Mozart and many other well-known
masters.

ARE YOU...
A BEAUTY OPERATOR?

PRESIDENTIAL PROBLEMS AT FRESNO MEETING

Music Group
Concert Due
Tomorrow

Tf()

X\t)

toll\ ersai staie
proMems
and seeks answer to these problems. Top subjects considered
by CSCSPA include college unions. campus parking and good
! ..r,hips and communication
’!..neellor and the Board
Ic .stees of California State
Colleges.
Member schools other than San
Jose State are Alameda, Calitornia Polytechnic at San Luis
Obispo and at Pomona, Chico,
Fr eon o, Humboldt fArcata
Long Bench, Los Angeles. Orange County IFullerton, Sacramento, San Diego, San Fernando
Valley I Northridge), San FranCiSCO. Sonoma tCotaii
Sianislens iTurlirki.
1939 ORIGINATION
The CSCSPA constitution was
drafted in Reno on May 8, 19:59
with the help of the Pacific
States Presidents’ Assn.. a group
,,
;0-, i.lr.ntr;
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of Canada.
When asked why the organization did not form earlier than
four years ago, Hauck emphasized that the group did meet
on an informal but unorganized
fashion. "A lack of awareness
of what could Ice accomplished
by a recognized group of college
presidents and a lack of money
on the part of many schools were
the chief factors stunning
CSCSPA’s conception," Ilauck
said.
Up until this year the organization met only mice a year
on a formal basis. Under Ilauck’s
leadership the group has held
three full weekend conferences
at San Jose, Fresno and Long
Beach. A fourth meeting is slated for May at Chico.
RECOGNITION
During semester break, an informal session was held at San
Francisco State where a request
for "official recognition" of
CSCSPA by Chancellor and
ii4 MIA of Trustees was drafted.

d

at
Tic, proposcil
last month’s Lc’ Beach session
and is scheduled to be considered at the June meet of the
Board of Trustees.
Concerning his now concluding term of office, Hauck said
that CSCSPA is over the development stage. "We must continue to make state colleges
first rate," Hauck said.
Communication between members and the State has proven
to he one of the greatest problems of CSCSPA, according tic
Hauck. "It Is very difficult to
keep all members informed of
pertinent action and information," he said.
FUTURE FORRMOSIT
The ASH president concluded
by saying: "As we look to the
future, one thought cc
foremost in our nil: ’achievemont of excelleniacc
endeavicrs. For only in so doing
will the California State Colleges develop a national and
even an international rep
tion."
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Smoke all 7 filter brands and you’ll agree:
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1962 CLOSE OUT

MANY MODELS & SIZES
STILL AVAILABLE
Open Friday until 9 p.m.
ALSO: 10 and IS speed bikes
from $64.95

Halftime Goes Hawaiian
For Home Game Tonight
A touch of exotic Hawail--via
:Sheryn Marlin’s Aloha Nani Dancers’ will sway into Civic Auditorium at halftime tomorrow night
when the SJS basketball squad
plays its final home game against
the University of Pacific at 8:15.
The
semi-professional
dance

V. Time.
4,30 to:
Sluaday.,

CARS AVAILABLE
Oregon
Gas Allowance

.tuthericed
Scholars, Raleigh dealer

To Be Driven To

PAUL’S CYCLES
-

C91-9TIA

CALL 294-4243

1435 The Alameda
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Live Entertainment
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Friday & Saturday
Jazz
Folk Mmic -

Ilome Delivery
"Fill 10 p.m.
and Food to go

at

gp

group is composed of 15 women.
Chuck ("tit a music minor, and
Dr. Gus Lease, assoeiate professor
of music, are in charge of halftime
activities.

Life
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DINNERS

Open 4 p.m. Daily

;

RESTAURANT

’If so, applications for admission

1.015D t

OPEN
Monday
Thursday
Friday
TILL 9

DISCOUNTS

ELECTRONIC PARTS & HI Fl EQUIPMENT

United Radio and T.V. Supply Co.
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
1425 W. SAN CXRLOS

CY 8-1212

DAZZLING DANCERS (from I. to r.) Marion Rinauro, Sheryn
Martin and Marianne Ascunsion of Miss Martin’s Aloha Nani
Dancers rehearse for their halftime activity at tomorrow night’s
8:15 SJS-UOP basketball tilt in the Civic Auditorium.

auditable at Adm269, office of Dr.
:Stanley C. Benz, dean of students.

tor if overseas study, said that no
.1Lshed.

Instead,

universities

al

Frarirw, Germany, and Spain will
lege students.

Students will register at
;both the host university and San
I Jose State College; (2) he will
I take most of his course work with
professors of the host university:
(31 Students will make maximum
use of library and other facilities
of the host university; and it
maximum possible use will Is’
made of student residence facilities of the host university.
The overseas academic program
will consist of intensive advanced
language study of the host count o
for approximately the first two
months. This will be followed liy
two semesters of selected work in
coutses televant It he st uden t
major and professional objectives
Cost to each student for the 11progriun will be $1,020. In
addition, each student will pay the
regular SJS fees, transportation
from California to Europe est Imated at appmximately $4501. an1
incidental peisonal esl,e’reteS

month

L’s

HOLIDAY FAST SERV

trO

Across From the Library
on 4th and San Fernando

Delicious Fish-wich
with spicy tartar sauce

39c
King Size Hamburger
"A Meal In Itself"

39c
Juicy Hot Dogs

13c
Every Sunday

ylIVISIZIVAWS;S.akkoaijar

()id World Charin in Dining

Deadline for applications is April 1
Dr. Thomas P. 1.(mtoss, coordina-

Engineering Schools Confer
On Shrinking Enrollment
stie
The problem .,1
dent engineering enrollments will
be attacked tomorrow at Stanford
University by representatives from
eight western schools with atiled engineering progranis. ineltalSJS.
SJS representatives will be Norman 0. Gunderson. dean of the
Engineering Division; Edward A.
Dionne, associate professor of general engineering; Dr. Otis L. Walter, personnel counselor; and Dr,
Alice L. Dement, professor of psycholcigy and personnel counselor.
The "working conferenee’ will
if
meet in the Stanford S,

noltiltrf ril

al

Freshman Meeting

;;;1";’44

-

Don Merles

ii,dbrau Band
Fri. & Sat. Nites

end Her

carden City iluitran
CI 7-20112
31 So. NI arl.et
;’:;411,:.7tre\_*ratrrurn==172==448,171

SHOES for MEN
at Factory Prices .
Choose from the
hundreds of styles
available at the
largest shoe store
in San Jose.

cc

7.90

!MB

to

MIN&

439 SO. FIRST ST.
Downtown So. Jeer

Students 111411! Tour
Transport Company

at’ society.

.,1*

Wilda
Baughn

Open Monday, Thursday.
& Friday Nights III 9

Homecoming Head
Interviews Monday

p.m.

""r -111eNit
.

through

THURSDAY

Scientists To Talk
sr,nn!’..5
0mbrr:r7v1
On Atmosphere s
Chemical Balance

’1.
sari Jos,
s
,., :
I
1,1* Deli.,
h,
Sun .1: at’ State a.
Dr. David N. Gales, consultant! Ilona’ honorary fratmity, tonkht
I
for atmosplarie physics 1,, the Nit- ;,1 7. 11r
iarly
Ilona( Bureau of Standards, will .
..
’ -71,, h..:
speak on "The Ens iron i aim,
tI
whieh We Live

lluthrutJ

Bavarian Food
Mask Every Niglit

Authentic
SUNDAY

am. to 5 p.m.
After a greeting from Slant ’1,1
limn Joseph M. Pettit, the
tsvill exchange ideas and (,nces concerning the 1,11,hlemtimate goal is a decision on w
t her further studies should lie
made or other ie., ,1 ,ken.
sa1,1
Professor I
. ,.ellmint
.
SJS’s engin,a that MI the
been tl,cis
,s decreasing at a
national les
greater rat(
ester’ by ProOne pro!. s
sualat ion professor Dion; stugram to sa it
ron ,
dents that
academic

8 in F:) 32.
ie
,.He will discuss thi
.1.
;ince of nature w huh cnaliles varams chemical compounds in the atmosphere to shield the earth fin:
Art
Freshman class President
much of Ihe sun’s radiation. With_
Simburg has announced that the out such a shield, life vould 1
purpose of Monday’s class meet in.: demmy..i.
.
.
in E132 at 3:30 is to work out
Dr. Gales W1114 the first scientis, ,r, invited 1.y tile lnihi
plans for a compromise with the to obtain, by means of unmanneI Departm,nt to attend
ASH government on the abolish- balloons, an inflared spectra of the
the Se,1-4-01u1
:tient of class government.
!sun and a measurement of water; corp. of Oa kland nalflay.
The ,,,rotip svull have the indu
vapor in the stratosphere at alti.;f) a.m. a,.
trial Arts foyer .1 t
furies up to 100,000 feet.
return hy 4 p.m.
The speaker holds MS.,
Transportation will be Stuart:::
and Ph.D degrees from the UniWould you like to supervise versity of Michigan. Ile was ;mu- when the number of attendees a, Homecoming, the fall’s most spir- fessor of physics at the University known. Anytme interested shoulI
of Denver and director of a pro- sign the sheet on the
ited event?
If so, applications for Homecom- ject on high altitude spectioscopy board of the Inda,trial Arts deadditionid informaIittrtmi at,
ing Committee Chairman are avail- with balloons from 1947 to 1955.
Dr. Gate’s lecture is SpOTINOl’efl tion studenls mas contael Lou
able at the College Union, accordars,miat professar of Oulu ing to Bob Veers, ASH executive Jointly by the College Leonia.
Committee and the S IS Sigel , ’Taal arts, at 4 sicnsion trili or .
secretary.
Interviews are slated for Mon- Xi Club, national research lion, - 1.110(3.
day front 3 to 5

521 W Santa Car

Open 24 hours

to the first study abroad program

The program will work in the
, following way:

STUDENT

The place to comae for a snack, a dinro,
or that newt coffee date.

Want to study abroad next year?

1*

1854 W. Sao Carlos

AND DRIVE-IN

1

1

BENNER MUSIC
CT 7-7417

Study Overseas?
Forms Available
!For Fall Openings

act as hosts to the California col-

CY 4-4009

218 Willow

See our selection of
Martin, Goya. and Christy instillment%

A special section of seats will
Ix- reserved for "white-wearin.,.:
rooters, according to Mike Freed.
newly appointed chairman of Rally
Committee.

overseas campuses will be estai,-

ntil

FOLK
cuitars. Banjo...Music

for California state colleges are

esery nitro.

NIPARTAN DAILY-11

ri;,lay Mn: e’:

78 VALLEY FAIR

SAN JOSE PAINT
O.
AND WA

Menninger Tal:, Set

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

7:
’nigh.
v.:
.he
,.
"lAive and
Wit hitt.In his sper-,li "..
’rally d, moc-1,
such em

FOR THE ARTIST!

?LINES

SHIPS

--

CRUISES

I’ll be available to help you every

"Foqado
Enchilada
Rice or Bean,
salad

Tues. & Thurs., from 2-5 P.M. Call me
at CY 7-2121 or evenings at CY 59993.

89c
Phone Orders CY 7-8421

TOURS

Let’s plan that
summer vacation NOW!

Where a special combination
means splendid consumption

(No. I in a series

-

of combination delights)

4th and St. James

I

elson’s
’11? 1N FL tin !SIMS
24 EAST SAN FERNANDO

.1\taite _ Alone

Your Campus
Travel Representative

/2.90

--....1111111111111

tfi Y

tr.T

ALCOA
Subsid4ry now ;nttos.e.ting tn.,
for
and Seurday work. 19
per ...soli $0110
n ot atzitabl
See Mr.

Werner
Sat. only

10:30 A.M.
1717 The

Spikemen in Stanford Relays

Alameda

By DAA’IF: NEWHOUSE

"Illey*re sick and tired ,
Sari Jose State, but.
I,, them again this
,ok
and lit
iin
..4ti
I
.1.4
-,,..rtail track coach
r

SPAHGETTI
All You Can Eat!
with garlic bread and salad

99’

CHARCOAL BROILED
STEAKS
$1.29
Wrvid

o

a ".to 7 p.m

Slo

,.. 8
S

LYN’S BAR-B-Q
CY 7.9755

311 N. 1st loft Julian)

re

.

**,
1.1

A new
Bates
Floater!

.

5.

1295

£)4

?

fr.

tO

KNOCK -A -BOOT
FLOATER
The boot wend all bootsso light it floats
on water! Now freshly -Phi Bates- styled
with an authentic flair. Comfort points:
rubber sole, soft glove leather
springy
uppers, ankle -high ail ion fit. Coining in?

VALLEY

FAIR

280 ! Stevens Creek
Hours: 930 to 930 Mon rhro Fri. Sa+

930 to 530

standard of 18.3 In the 180 low
hurdles. It’s no secret that moody
%%ants a shot at high -flying Forre-t. and if the weather is right.
these two could steal the show.
Dean Miller’s field men will not
go inactise over the weekend.
Universitv of California will
lend its sopport to make lid.. , Santa Clara Youth Village Coach
itiarigolar the high point of the
ssing Northern California track

Bud Winter on the me of tomorrow’s Stanford Relays, where the
vk ore hosting Indians %kill try to put the
%ear skids to a five-year upper hand
k Spartans presentlk hold mer
tails

meet gets undetsk.iyat
’ Si-dium with the field
e nag at 1:30 p.m.. anti
it
and frosh relay races
...itite,2 .0
p.m.
Winter elidms that Stanford has
nol bard for tomorrow’s clash
I’ ii ton Jordan. its tat has promised to ghe
State a rugged run for
,
It still be a dog-fight between
,,,,nford and us." expounds Winter. "The meet stk.-add he decided
in the field events."
Stanford’s strength in the
best exemplifleel
flild is
iii
th discus thrower, Dake
%Sea %% till hist year set a nes%
record of 191-7. Jordan
NCA
has top stars in broad jumper
Larry
Moore.
sprinter
Ibtti
Questad and distance ace Harry
McCalla.
Brutus Hamilton. at Berkeley,
has a solid quarter-miler in soph"more Otis.. Ambit) .d. ului ran
t lap on the winning Unittsl States
1.600-meter relay team against
Russia last summer at Stanford.
Other Bear threats are Roger
Olsen, defending NCAA high jump
champion; sprinter Dale Rubin,
rind the phenomenal frosh speed-der, Forrest Beaty.
The meet highlight, acconling
to 5.’. inter will he tht. distant,
t he
niedley rat’,’ betAs
and :QS.
-We’ve both got potential t:
aril record breaking teams.
ins should be one pip of a race.’
,tressed Winter,
composing the SJS distano.
r-i Iley tandem will be the follow ,1,_ runners: Dwight Middlet,in.
III): Mike Gibeau, 880: Jose Az. to, 1320, and Ben Tucker, mile.
Anticipation ranks high in the
i shman relays. where the plans
’ail for Ed Msstv, SJS sprint .
sparkler, and Beaty, meeting each;
other in at least tvvo of the fornd
-kerns.
Peaty is the national high
scit.,ot cecord holder in tioat 20.2. and also has clocked a
9.4 100, also as a prep.
Maxi!: set the national prep

Tastes
Great

Mike Ryan will send a host id
trackmen over to Spartan Field
today for an all -comer’s meet. The
action gets underway at appro,;I

tnately 3 p.m.
Saturday, March 16, the Spartans invite Oregon State int..
Spailan Field. The results shoal
be dynamic in both varsity ari.i
(rush dueling
900 of the 1,400 scits
Close
at the field will go on reserve
sale Monday at the Student Affairs Office. .45113 card holders
will pay $1.50 for a reserved
seat, mitile general reserve seal
licket are 413.
Thir. remaining general admission seats will be free for ASli
’,embers, with cards, and $2 withSJS students are urged to get
their ducats quickly, a. i ’e tho

Diamondmen Vie
With Bear Nine

--"ff-mompf
BEN TUCKER
. . . anchor man

San Jose State, loser of its first
five baseball games this season
travels to Berkeley tomorrow. to
vie with the University of Cali’ tonna for the second lime this
year. The game is set for 2 p.m.
In their first meeting, Cal
up with sesen unearned r
t he sesenth inning to best th
Spartans, 8-2.
Coach Ed Subezak will go inn
the game looking for the "big win that will get his team on the rigir
track.
This afternoon the SJS fresh "man team plays Mt. Eden Hie!’
School in a 3:30 game at the
Spartan diamond. Tom.,r1,,u
Hies!:
team plays host to the I ’

MIXED BOWLING LEAGUE
STARTS MARCH 16
AT
PALM BOWL
Sign-up NOW at DORM OFFICE
ealegammt

18 1101,LS Oh" 1.:01.1, IN

PI -Al

ON NORTIIE:liN C.11.11:011 NI s’
GliF.F.N

18

HOLE

1!\1.)

COI

PAR.

a eattcho Verde

1:4If Course and DriNing

eekday student green lees $1.2:1
Lust on Mo kyr
lrom title Center -- 1
Al. 1.11
21 12 McKee Road
1.4...4)11$ By PGA Profeeeional
Tex

SPARTAN
AUTO PARKING
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Specializing in State College Parking

Monthly Rate Reduced To S8.60
Parking 1 hour 25¢
Standard gas

I men at 10:30 a.m.

Additional hour 10¢
2 qualities

Standard credit cards

Golfers Unveil Season;
Lotz Carries Spartans
Lotz leads eventual champion George Archer
All -Anti rican It
San Jose Slate into today’s serre’t, in the quarter-final round of the
golf opener against Alameda State San Francisco city tournament.
Eloireh Jerry Vrotan actlaims
The match will be played at AhiLotz as one of the few outstandmeda’s Sequuyah course at 1 pan.
ing collegiate golfers in the tiaa 1962 first -team All tHii and rates hi, 19,.:3 team as
st
had the ec :a.;
having more depth and "slightly
qualifying score at last spring’s
str.mger" than last year’s aggreNCAA championships. Two %seek gation.
ends ago, Lutz was eliminated by
Throe junior college transfers,
Dan James, Gary Plato :mil Mike
-.terc,!
Andrakin, have definiteI.
the team roster. Harlan
Hill Aragona and sophom, r, ii,,
my Taylor and Don
the other iegulars.
Taylor, in ’room’s estimation,
has the makings of a top-flight collegiate medalist. The 19-year-old
l’aylor recently fired a 66 in it
challenge match. Calandri, tli
other bosh additiiiti. is a San Jose
native.

because
the
tobaccos
are!

Inter -Dormitory Council

Swimmers Meet
Foothill College
If eomparative records are any
indication, the San Jose Stale
skkimmers should have their hand..
fnll tomorrow afternoon, when
they play host to Foothill College
lat 2 in the Spartan pool.
’
The Warn.%
mon opponents II,rand Stanford.
tot,Issi
I gon, 69-26,
and Stanford, 66-29
while the Spartans squeaked
I the Wehfoots, 48-47, and lost to
I Stanford, 83-32.
The Owls are it’ll tor revenee
the S.
againstp.
%kho heat
them last year :,1-11

SAVE
2c &

3c

Ge AUL

validations accepted
3 Courteous helpful attendants
2 highly skilled mechanics

and merchnis

small repairs made while you’re in classts
fires, tubes, batteries, etc.

4th St. Opposite College Library
Mexican Restaurant
Dinners
SMALL
COMBINATIONS

65‘

DELUXE COMBINATIONS:
SOUP, CHILE RELLENO, ENCHILADA,

TOSTADA, RICE

S1.35 1
35’

& DEANS
DAR -B -Q TACOS

OPEN AT 7 FOR COMPLETE BREAK’

CI ’Tara

FOR

ORDERS

AND RESERVATIONS

CALL CY 5-9822
30 So. 2nd St.
OPEN 9-9, Fri., Sat., Sun.: 9-3 am.

"EDUCATION
HAS FOR ITS
OBJECT THE
FORMATION
OF

REG.
299

21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE
20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
Vintage tobaccos grown, aged, and blended
mild ...made to taste even milder through
the longer length of Chesterfield King.

1

CHESTERFIELD KING
TOBACCOS TOO MILD TO FILTER, PLEASURE TOO GOOD TO MISS

ETHYL
OPiItiAf’i

ENJOYTHE
tritiGER
LENGTH nr
CMESTLRII’LE)
KING

31 9

A i.i

GlatiL4FILLD SINS

MAJOR CN. CO

The smoke of a Chesterfield King
mellows and softens as it flows
I tiro qh longer I.ngth
betIomeS
Smoothandgentletoyouf

we.

GASOLINE

PURITAN Oft CO.

CHARACTER
SPENCER
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"Right on Campus"

4th IL Witl,nn, - 5th & Kaye’
10+5 11, Taylor

rokiaNACbl

Friday. March

Rich Drake Sparks Netters
To Second Straight Win, 9-0
San Jose State netters won
e(ely match yesterday afternoon,
as they swept to an easy tennis
victory (wer the University of
California at Santa Barbara. 9-0.
The Spartans were led by their
oflP man. lefty Dick Drake.
nwhel.

FAP.

Drake, recently named captain of
the squad, came from behind twice
in Meiling his singles win over
highly-regarded Lee Reid of Santa
Barbara, 5-7, 6-3, 7-5.
Make lost the first set, and, after coming back to win the seeond,

FOREIGN AUTO PARTS

SWAP SERVICE
California’s leading imported auto parts house would
like to meet foreign car owners: WILL SWAP NEW
OR REBUILT PARTS FOR OLD USED CASH,
1595 W. San Carlos

293-2129
Eatco, Inc.

HENRY’S OFFERS YOU:

dropped behind, 4-1, in the final
set. The score went to 5-2, but then
Drake exploded to win f is
straight games, including two semice breakthroughs.
In other singles games. number
two man Gordy Stroud defeated
Don Gaynor, 12-10, 6-1; lefty
stiiison Judah defeated Ed Wehan,
6-0, 6-2; Bob Adams defeated Bill
Carroll, 6-3, 6-8, 6-4; Larry Draper
defeated Mike Garrigan, 6-1, 6-3,
and Rich Gugat defeated Jim Lodas, 6-1, 6-1.
In doubles competition, Drake
and Stroud teamed up to beat Reid
and Gaynor, 6-1, 8-6. Judah and
Adams defeated Wehan and Carroll, 6-4, 6-3, and Draper and
Gugat defeated GarrIgan and IA).
das, 6-3, 6-3.
Wednesday’s scheduled meeting
with Stanford, the second place
team in the recent Northern California Intercollegiate tourney, was
postponed because of rain. Coach
Butch xrikorian said the match
would he played at a later date.
Today, the Spartan racquetmen
host to San Francisco State
, . a 2:30 p.m. match at the SparIplay
tanI n Courts.

rs

rari

515 S. 10th At William
Phone: 295-1510

EUROPE ’63
L

RICE

$1.35
’
RS
TIONS
9822

Depart: S.F. to London
Return: Paris to S.F.

June 18
Sept. 3

$39 9 00

Total Cost
Per Person
Via Super DC 7-C Luxury Aircraft
Complimentary In -Flight Hof Meals
Certificated Scheduled Carriers Only
Professor
Your Group
Manw.d Portheniades
Organizer

SPACE IS LIMITED
=7’

Clair Jennett looked on with
pride as his once disheartened
gymnasts licked Stanford for the
second time this season, 77-45, and
theieby hiked their winning skein
to five at Stanford, Wednesday
night.
The Spartans left this morning
n a two-day road trip down
where they will meet L,,,s
n_eles State tonight and Long
Beach State tomorrow.
Jennett is still searching for
the atirenalin that has suddenly
transformed his acrobatic group
into a ball of fire, after having
, dropped five straight at the start
of the season.
Rich Chew pocketed victories on
the parallel bars and in free exercise, Jon Sapunar won tumbling

SJS Judo Team
Enters Buddhist
Brown Belt Meet

Third Annual

SUMMER FLIGHT

RESERVE NOW!

Daytime: 295-4025
CALL
Nights: CY 2-2293 or AN 9-3006
493 E. SANTA CLARA ST. AT 11th

ATTENTION

Spartan Quint Faces Pacific
In Season Finale Tomorrow
Il ),I.N F.
ILLIAMS
A w..ais Sao J,,se State basketball team will conclude its 24 tame schedule tomorrow night ut
15 against helpless University of
Pacific in San Jose’s Civic Auditorium.
Stu Inman’s scrappy Spartans
will attempt to salvage an es-en
conference record of 6-6 against
the winless Tigers I0.1U. A victory will tie SJS with Pepperdine
for fourth place in the seven -team
league.
In the WCAC opener on Jan.
5, the Bill Bobertson-led Sparwith a 42-41 usertans
time Wi II over the Tigers in
Stockton in the full M1111111\*
only other clash of the ....:1,4)11.
In its last enture, coach Van
Sweet’s quintet felt the sting of
mighty co-leader Santa Clara, 7962, in Civic Auditorium Tuesday
night.
UOP backcourt standout Dick
Davey tossed in 20 points in a losing cause, Davey. a 6-3 guard, and
Leo ’Middleton, 6-7 center, has,
demonstrated offensive punch
recent games.
GORDON STROUD
Two juniors,
Balsley and
senior netman
Bill Wilson, are Tiger starters.
Mille the Scheel twins, John
and Jim, also see considerable
action.
Jack Schalow, who co-captain,
I lie squad along with :Middleton.
s a solid team player and a fine
outside shooter.
Although San Jose lost an exasperating 51-46 verdict to coand Charles Allen bounced to vic- nsider USW
Wednesday. It once
tory on the trampoline for indi- again showed
come-from -behind
vidual Spartan wins. Chew scored
21 points and Jim Giussi 12 for
SJS.
San Jose State has one more
dual match left on its schedule,
eager
here March 16. against Santa
San Jose State II,.
leading
S. T. Saffold, the t
Monica City College,
March 23, San Jose is playing scorer and rebounder, was chosen
host for the 1963 State College for the second team of the AllNorthern California freshman bas(’hampionships.
Chew is now averaging 19.4 ketball squad Wednesday.
points per meet. He’ll have his ’ The first team consisted of Mywork cut out this weekend, how- ron Erickson, California; Bob Be ever, as Jennett rates Long Beach Act!, Stanford: Joe Ellis, USE;
the strongest dual meet team the Russ Gamine, USF, and Robby 01Spartans must face in the state I son, California.
Along with Saffold on the second
championships.
Sapunar scored nine points, Art team were Erie Mueller, (*SF.
Landers seven and Jerry Kitsi, Ray Kosanke, Stanford: Eric Pali’
Santa Clain and Ste% Soil’ I.
and Allen six each against St;w.
California.
ford.

Gymnasts Tip Stanford
For 5th Straight Win

29’
FISHWICHES
SHRIMP BOATS . . . 72’

Coming out of moth balls after
a three-week period of inactivity,
San Jose State’s judo team sends
a delegation Into tomorrow’s brown
belt tournament at the Sari .1,,,,
I
1Buddhist Church gym. Action I,..
gins at 6 p.m.
Entries from as far north ..,
I Sacramento will flock to the gym
at 640 N. 5th St., near Jackson ,
Street. The invitational is open to
just white and brown belt holder,.
Yosh Uchida’s judoists move I.
Fiesno next weekend for the National AAU Championships and the
Pan American Games tryouts, ,
which will begin Friday at Fresno I
State College.
The San Jose State team, 19621
national collegiate champions, will!
meet a judo team from Tokyo’s
Kayo University March 30, in the
Men’s Gym. The public is invited ’
to see the powerful Kayo team mix ,
with SJS, in what should he a real
slam-banger.

SPARTAN DATLY-7

8. 1983

spirit. Losing by as much as 16
jutiat ill the second halt, the
"part an’, trimmed the lead to
48-44, forcing the wrinant-mindts1 Dons to scramble for ttodr
needed victory.
An interesting sidelight to S.1:13-10 overall record is that it r: ,
won seven of eight home gan,’Only nearby rival Santa Clara i.. defeated the Spartans at horn,
Inman will go with his
hneup of Denny Bates and lull
Yonge a pair of seniors making

,rtheir final SJS appearance
tf
warcis, Harry Edwards At
and Ron Labetich and Alan J cvi
at guards.
Junior forwards Eddie S:... and
Mel Simpson he-ad the somcv.liat
depleted Fan Jiise bench

Crystal Creamery

Honda’s _
Fabulous "50s"
up to 225 rn.let per ge,Ion
solves perking problems
Manager Howard

terries two .,ery nicely

says:
Priced as low as

$245

"We serve quality food at
lowest possible prices. Try our

fine food today!"

BILL MANDER
635 University Ave.
Los Gatos
or call ELqato 4-2130

Saffold Chosen
For All-NorCal

Crystal Creamery
../._,FFEE SHOP
7th and Santa Clare

San Jose

(new FUN
Ice Cream by
Foremost
GOLDEN STATE
FOREMOST
400 N. 1st St

Yell Leaders and Rally Committee Say,

1

MIKE COOK

WHERE’S CHARLIE?

EUROPE 63-THIPSTERS
ft

r

I

,11.!11.

1111

.1’4.111 t

$350"

19.mi IN( . III? (II I I? TEI?

PRICE INCLUDES:
All Meals

\ (1_

\U RI

scve ’rn Meet
StiewceAMMiri
Moe*
NZ’
ig/FTOCA, i4f/4/4/7FS-.

6 Weeks At The University of Paris
Tuition

Twin Accommodations

Many Extras

Tours

Vrof.

I1oiii 1A.11,,A el

~Mr
eiRrfilt
C44- /PO* NM V ’W rier
CSC’1
aeonmvo A/10W ER
iERVICI ./
,....0.44\i,

An Authorized Organizer
CV 4-6414 X 2540, 354-9292
Or

CV 5-1 31 1

493 E. SANTA

_DEFECTIYA

CLARA ST. AT 11TH

am

tE,MUFFL E R
SERv/cE

PAW COR,
011.4wee7t4
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OPEN OriC

mita
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\\ ear WAITE in Spartan Rooting Section
8:15
ic 1;iditoritini
saiiirda. march 9th

n-NP..494.1’.41N

118 4111.1
r

Spartaguide

ch

SJS Po/ice School Head
Retirement Due August 31

FCC Approval K SJS Official
Bay FM Station

T4/17XY:
Taroh, Roth Okahood t ill
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THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: BILL CHEEK
Bill Cheek fB.A.. 19601 stepped into a supervisory slot
on his first assignment with Pacific Telephone in San Mateo.
Bill supervised seven employees hitt) printed and addressed
monthly statements for nearly .101).000 customers.
Later, he moved to Methods and Results and found a
way to improve the technique of recording data for office
reports. Because of achievements like this, he was promoted to Night Operations Supervisor of the Machine Tab

Rooms with 35 people reporting to him. After four months
there. Bill’s knack for handling responsibility earned him
a promotion to Section Supervisor of the Computer Coil his latest step up!
Bill Cheek and other young men like him in Bell Telphone Companies throughout the country help bring th,
finest communications service in the world to the hoer".
and businesses of a growing America.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
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CLASSIFIED RATES:
250 a Ons first insertion
200 line succeeding insertions
2 lin minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Afeirs OfficeRoom 16, Towr Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

Open Evenings
Mon., Thurs., Fri.
’till 9

79 SOUTH 3RD ST.

CY 7-7111

ORIGINALL

